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A.  Bill John and Lisa 10c
A surprisingly hard start leads to a fun traverse on great holds.  It
ain’t all over at the last bolt.

B.  BJL Direct V? (TR)
Start just left of the arête on the side pull edge complex.  Hit the
slopey pod, then a jug.  Get’s a V grade because if you can get
off the ground the rest will be of no consequence.

C. At precisely 12 o’clock 12-
A bourldery start leads to a great position moving up the knife
edge arête.  You could deke out onto the slab by the fourth bolt,
but why would you want to miss the lip traverse?

D. Hellgrindr project

E. The quick project

F. Brown fox 12
You know you want to be up there perched on the arête at the
top of the prow.

G. Jumped over 11d/12a
The easiest way to get a taste of the prow.  When things get
technical head right to the last bolt on the lazy dog.

H. The lazy dog 10b
An area classic.  So good you’d be forgiven for thinking you
were on limestone.

I. Project project
That’s right, the hold in the moss burst is so good it doesn’t even
need to be cleaned. Ya gotta grab the top of the boulder on this
one, a flail for the anchor just doesn’t count.

J. The fuzzy bucket 11
A couple of boulder problems stacked up for your entertainment.
The finish up the arête is a great position.

K. Sediba Left project

L.  Hey Yo! Sediba man 10b
Traverse up onto the arête following a line of pockets (what?
granite pockets …)

M. Black rabbit 10 top rope
TR using the directional and the anchor of down the rabbit hole.

N. Down the rabbit hole 10b
This was meant to be an easy way to the top of the boulder that
avoided the chimney grovel.  Turned out to be harder than it looks
…

O. White rabbit 9 top rope
TR using the directional and the anchor of down the rabbit hole

P. Project project
Goes up the super steep arête on the other boulder.


